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Address books allow easy access to your friends, family, business associates and others by maintaining their email and other
contact and there's nothing quite like a traditional address book to store all those precious contacts. Here are reasons for you to
get one: VERSATILE USE - There's a lot you can store in this journal aside from your Contacts and Addresses. Add in their Home,
Mobile, Work/Fax Numbers with Space For Notable Dates like Birthdays. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Simple and convenient, this
log book design allows for easy filling out of information with enough space for writing. A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy
cover is made of tough paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of
use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. The columns are clearly marked to
make it easy to fill out and to cross reference. PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x 9") dimensions, you can squeeze it
into a purse with ease. It's easier to transport, the perfect size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of
cover designs for you to choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim to
provide the best writing experience with our notebooks. Store all correspondence details of your friends and family in one secure
and reliable place, and enjoy referencing them in one of our beautifully-designed address books. Get one today!
An important book every computer owner should have. Imagine your computer failed today. Will you have access to your
important files? This book will save all of your Internet contacts, bookmarks, passwords, user names, e-mail addresses, phone
numbers, ID numbers, and even all of your unique customized software configurations and preferences! The computer data
backup file section allows you to recover from a CMOS and BIOS chip failure, motherboard battery failure, virus intrusion altering
your computer’s setup structure or just someone making a mistake and altering critical files. You will find the Internet Address
Book a valuable tool to find your favorite Web sites without memorizing passwords, etc. You will find it easy to manage Internet
links and contacts. Two books in one! Pays for itself many times over. Avoid the risk of frustration and data loss. Even if your
computer is stolen your files are secure! This is the book to have when you are surfing the Internet. 116 pages.
Waisting time on finding contact information of our friends We wrote addresses of our friends in a notebook, but when we need to
find one, we couldn't find it immediately. We had to flips pages on one by one, one by one, back and forth. However, we still
couldn't find the information we needed because the information is unorganized.That's why we need to use a address notebook
with alphabetical sections.This address organizer is 6 x 9 inches, large, . It contains more slots to write address information and
large enough for large print There are 157 pages in this address notebook.The book contains areas to fill-in contact information name / address / phone / email / birthday / notes, 5 sets per page. Each area for address comes with two blank lines to write in so
that you can jot down the information more comfortably with plenty of rooms.The interior of the book is also presented in
alphabetical order, A to Z respectively, each letter for 4 pages. You can have just a glance on a page to see which A-Z section you
are at. The alphabetical sections are carefully designed to present stylish appearance with large text. In short, it's beautiful, neat
and easy to look
? 110 pages -6 x 9 inches This ? address book ? is ideal for recording your contacts; Phone numbers, email, addresses, and your
notes. With a professional cover, it makes a ? great gift for friends any time of the year. For additional notes, there is extra space
at the back of the book. Great for home, school or office. ?Tabbed alphabetical sections for easy access ?address book for women
?birthday and address book ?floral address book ?cute address book ?phone book with tabs ?small address books for women
?address book for women with tabs ?????
Perfect Address and Phone book for everyone. Easy to read and record contacts. Never again will you lose your important
contacts with this easy to use Log Book. Makes for a perfect gift for the seniors in your life.BOOK DETAILS :- Perfect Unique 7x10
Size- Printed on Quality White Paper- Keeps Addresses, Phone Numbers, Emails, Birthdays and Extra Notes.
Simple and Elegant Address Book This beautifully designed address book is a classic way to keep track of contact information for
everyone in your life. DETAILS: 130 Pages Crisp White Pages with a Thick Cardstock Cover Stylish, Elegant Cover Art
Dimensions: 6" x 9" Perfect Bound Lined Spaces For: Name, Email, Phone, Address and Notes
If you or a loved one struggles with the small print in regular address books, this Large Print Address Book will work just fine for
Seniors and those with low vision problems. The spaces are far enough apart for you to write big and bold where you can easily
read it when you need it. There's plenty of note space at the front and back and places to write family birthdays, important dates
and anniversaries. The address book is so handy and easy to pack and put in one's bag. Separated with sections inside you can
label A-Z making finding your contacts easy. Enjoy the benefit of having all your addresses and phone nunbers being more
organized. This is the perfect gift for anyone who has trouble with small (fine) print. Beautifully designed cover and a good 7" x 10"
size, so plenty of room for all the information. This is the only address book you will need.
Know what resources are available! Sometimes the toughest part about overcoming a research barrier is knowing what resources
are available, where to go or whom to ask for help. The Ancestry Family Historian's Address Book is your instant link to thousands
of genealogy-related organizations and resources across the US! Published in 1997, The Address Book is organized by state and
includes such organizations as: National Genealogy Societies, State Genealogy and Historical Societies' Archives, Libraries,
Museums, Ethnic and Ecclesiastical Resources & Web Sites, Military and Federal Government Agencies, National Archives,
Family History Centers, and more! This research tool will become your first point of reference for many future research contacts!
Give it a special place on your reference shelf!
“Written with love, told with joy. Very easy to enjoy.”—Fredrik Backman, author of A Man Called Ove For fans of The Little Paris
Bookshop and The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window and Disappeared comes a heartwarming debut about
96-year-old Doris, who writes down the memories of her eventful life as she pages through her decades-old address book. But the
most profound moment of her life is still to come . . . Meet Doris, a 96-year-old woman living alone in her Stockholm apartment.
She has few visitors, but her weekly Skype calls with Jenny—her American grandniece, and her only relative—give her great joy and
remind her of her own youth. When Doris was a girl, she was given an address book by her father, and ever since she has
carefully documented everyone she met and loved throughout the years. Looking through the little book now, Doris sees the many
crossed-out names of people long gone and is struck by the urge to put pen to paper. In writing down the stories of her colorful
past—working as a maid in Sweden, modelling in Paris during the 30s, fleeing to Manhattan at the dawn of the Second World
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War—can she help Jenny, haunted by a difficult childhood, unlock the secrets of their family and finally look to the future? And
whatever became of Allan, the love of Doris’s life? A charming novel that prompts reflection on the stories we all should carry to
the next generation, and the surprises in life that can await even the oldest among us, The Red Address Book introduces Sofia
Lundberg as a wise—and irresistible—storyteller.
Telephone and Address Book Waisting time on finding contact information of your family and friend's addresses? This address
book can solve such problems. A-Z Desktop Index Address Telephone book. Tabbed alphabetical sections for easy access. Size
8.5x11 inches. Making it easy for you to keep organised. Perfect for keeping name, addresses, email, memo, mobile, work and
home phone numbers. With extra space at the back of the book for keeping additional notes. Designer Book perfect for gifts. Great
for home, school or office.
Forget the hotdogs, sports fans! Autographs, Autographs - get your free sports autographs! This book contains over 11,000
addresses for today's hottest stars in some of the most popular sports in America. Do you enjoy football, baseball, basketball,
racing, hockey, tennis, figure skating , boxing, wrestling, etc.? If your answer is yes, this is the perfect book for you! Have you ever
wanted an autograph from Sugar Ray Leonard, Dale Earnhardt, Jeff Gordon, Monica Seles, Nolan Ryan, Joe Montana, Nancy
Kerrigan, Andre Agassi, Wayne Gretzky or Mary Lou Retton? Inside this amazing guide is addresses for these and many more!
Magic Flora Address BookIndependently Published
Sie können Zeit und Nerven sparen, wenn Sie sich mit Office richtig gut auskennen! Grund genug, sich von diesem Buch in Office
2019 einführen zu lassen. Sie finden übersichtliche Anleitungen für die täglichen Aufgaben mit Office und vielfältige Tipps, wie Sie
Ihre Arbeit effektiver gestalten. Dieses Buch hilft Ihnen, gut strukturierte Word-Dokumente zu erstellen, Zahlen in Excel sinnvoll
zusammenzufassen und zu deuten, Ihre Geschichte mit PowerPoint zu erzählen und Ihr Leben mit Outlook zu organisieren. Mit
zusätzlichen Teilen über Access und für Leser, für die es ein wenig mehr sein soll, bleiben keine Wünsche offen. Wir haben den
Preis ab 30.7.2020 dauerhaft auf 14 Euro gesenkt
"The Genealogist's Address Book is the answer to the perennial question, 'What's out there in the world of genealogy?' What
organizations, institutions, special resources, and websites can help me? Where do I write or phone or send e-mail? Once again,
Elizabeth Bentley's Address Book answers these questions and more. Now in its 6th edition, The Genealogist's Address Book
gives you access to all the key sources of genealogical information, providing names, addresses, phone numbers, fax numbers, email addresses, websites, names of contact persons, and other pertinent information for more than 27,000 organizations, including
libraries, archives, societies, government agencies, vital records offices, professional bodies, publications, research centers, and
special interest groups. Based on a written survey of thousands of organizations and institutions across the country, and
supplemented by information from printed and Internet sources, the new 6th edition of the Address Book has been extensively
revised and updated, eliminating undeliverable addresses and defunct organizations, while adding thousands of additional
sources. Besides new websites and e-mail addresses, the new edition features greatly expanded coverage of archival agencies
and vital records offices, especially in the New England states and New York. In addition, it is now easier to use than ever, with all
27,000 entries divided into two easy-to-use sections."--Page 4 of cover.
This beautifully designed Magic Flora Address Book for women will make keeping track of family and friends an easy task! With all their
important info in one place, this helpful, organizer now comes with a beautiful gloss print cover! This Elegant Address Book for women
Contains 6x9 inches Alphabetical Store more than 400 contacts \ Record Names, Email, Address, Phone 79 pages, elegantly designed
Stylish addition to anyone's daily planning kit. address book, address book for women, address book small, address book large print, address
book hard cover, kids address book for girls, address book for kids
This is a new organizational tool for Internet users. We all know that we are living in the information age. Information is now coming at us
faster than ever before and on an hourly basis. At some point, we all struggle with finding the right organizational tools to tame this
information. For the information coming to us from the Internet, I have designed a web address book that helps people keep track of the
details they want to refer to later after visiting a web site. It can be used as a workbook or a permanent record book. It allows you to record
the web site addresses in alphabetical order by name of company or subject. It is journal style and coil bound which lies flat for writing
convenience. It has 209 pages of generous writing space to make notes where you can include login information if you wish. It appeals to all
ages, from the computer savvy Generation Y's to the "still want to write things down" Baby Boomers. This book is easy to use and is
especially helpful for those that are using the Internet on a frequent basis. Sue Green For more information, visit my website at
www.whatsthesite.com
Keep track of your addresses, phone numbers, and emails with this handsome large desktop address book! Tabbed dividers. Elastic band
place holder. Inside back cover pocket. Silver foil.
Are you looking for a nice address book? Very good paper quality: 90g/m2 - 120 pages Noble page color design in white Chic and
contemporary design All friends and acquaintances at a glance Easy to use Alphabetical directory the contact book has the size 6 x 9 inch
(corresponds to DIN A5) This address book comes handy for the contact data of all your friends and acquaintances at glance. It offers
enough space for addresses, birth dates and mobile numbers as well as e-mail addresses.
This is a double purpose book, for utility (the addresses of your friends) and for inspiration and challenging thought (a book of quotations).
How did it happen? Margaret Morse Nice (1883-1974), the distinguished bird-watcher, when commencing to write her autobiography
(Research Is a Passion With Me), felt it would be a good idea to begin each chapter with an apt quotation. Her book ran to 38 chapters, but
by the time the manuscript was finished, she had amassed enough quotations for a separate book. She passed away in her 91st year in 1974
but had not been able to decide which quotation would really be best for which chapter. After her life story was published, her brother in
Vermont gave to its editor a carton containing all of the quotations (some typed but most handwritten). Now you, the reader, may enjoy them
all, as well as the pages for addresses and Sylvia Hahn's charming wood engravings.
PHONE BOOK - TELEPHONE DIRECTORY - ADDRESS BOOK - ADDRESS DIRECTORY
Finalist for the 2020 Kirkus Prize for Nonfiction | One of Time Magazines's 100 Must-Read Books of 2020 | Longlisted for the 2020 Porchlight
Business Book Awards "An entertaining quest to trace the origins and implications of the names of the roads on which we reside." —Sarah
Vowell, The New York Times Book Review When most people think about street addresses, if they think of them at all, it is in their capacity to
ensure that the postman can deliver mail or a traveler won’t get lost. But street addresses were not invented to help you find your way; they
were created to find you. In many parts of the world, your address can reveal your race and class. In this wide-ranging and remarkable book,
Deirdre Mask looks at the fate of streets named after Martin Luther King Jr., the wayfinding means of ancient Romans, and how Nazis haunt
the streets of modern Germany. The flipside of having an address is not having one, and we also see what that means for millions of people
today, including those who live in the slums of Kolkata and on the streets of London. Filled with fascinating people and histories, The Address
Book illuminates the complex and sometimes hidden stories behind street names and their power to name, to hide, to decide who counts,
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who doesn’t—and why.

About your Address Book: 100 blank lined pages. size: 5.5x8.5 inches - nice compact size with lots of spaces for
important contact details. professional-looking matte cover. quality white paper. perfect for keeping addresses, email,
mobile, work and home phone numbers as well socal media and birthdays.
Dan Gookin hilft Ihnen als Android-Neuling dabei, sich mit Ihrem neuen Gerät vertraut zu machen und all seine
Möglichkeiten zu entdecken, egal ob Sie Smartphone-Anfänger oder -Umsteiger sind. Von den wichtigsten Einstellungen,
dem Telefonieren, Kurznachrichten und E-Mails schreiben über das Nutzen des Internets, der Karten und der
eingebauten Kamera bis zur Individualisierung Ihres Android-Smartphones mit Hintergrundbildern und Klingeltönen
sowie den praktischsten und unterhaltsamsten Apps erfahren Sie alles, was Sie wissen müssen, um mit dem kleinen
grünen Roboter schnell auf Du und Du zu stehen.
Now 400 pages! Over 14,000 listings in 43 celebrity categories! The Ultimate Celebrity Address & Phone Book is now
available! Quit wasting time and money on downloading and buying endless celebrity lists and books that are full of
outdated and incorrect addresses. Because... there's only one directory you need! This book is years of research into
previously unknown addresses and other contact information, for every celebrity catagory, compiled into one book! In
every category, there are only home, office, and management addresses, phone numbers, and other contact information
given... including fax #s and e-mail addresses. This guide is GUARANTEED to bring you success!To show our
confidence in our data, we are willing to pay you $.50 (fifty cents) for each address that you find in our book to be
incorrect. We are making it our job to provide you with current and successful addresses. Chapters with autograph
collecting tips and resources.... PERFECT FOR AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS, FUND RAISERS, ORTHE MEDIA!
With Leopard, Apple has unleashed the greatest version of Mac OS X yet, and David Pogue is back with another
meticulous Missing Manual to cover the operating system with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.5, better known
as Leopard, is faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and this Missing Manual. It's just one of
reasons this is the most popular computer book of all time. Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard Edition is the
authoritative book for Mac users of all technical levels and experience. If you're new to the Mac, this book gives you a
crystal-clear, jargon-free introduction to the Dock, the Mac OS X folder structure, and the Mail application. There are also
mini-manuals on iLife applications such as iMovie, iDVD, and iPhoto, and a tutorial for Safari, Mac's web browser. This
Missing Manual is amusing and fun to read, but Pogue doesn't take his subject lightly. Which new Leopard features work
well and which do not? What should you look for? What should you avoid? Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, Leopard
Edition offers an objective and straightforward instruction for using: Leopard's totally revamped Finder Spaces to group
your windows and organize your Mac tasks Quick Look to view files before you open them The Time Machine, Leopard's
new backup feature Spotlight to search for and find anything in your Mac Front Row, a new way to enjoy music, photos,
and videos Enhanced Parental Controls that come with Leopard Quick tips for setting up and configuring your Mac to
make it your own There's something new on practically every page of this new edition, and David Pogue brings his
celebrated wit and expertise to every one of them. Mac's brought a new cat to town and Mac OS X: The Missing Manual,
Leopard Edition is a great new way to tame it.
Are you looking for a nice address book? Very good paper quality: 90g/m2 - 120 pages Noble page color design Chic
and contemporary design All friends and acquaintances at a glance Easy to use Alphabetical directory the contact book
has the size 6 x 9 inch (corresponds to DIN A5) This address book comes handy for the contact data of all your friends
and acquaintances at glance. It offers enough space for addresses, birth dates and mobile numbers as well as e-mail
addresses
Address books allow easy access to your friends, family, business associates and others by maintaining their email and
other contact and there's nothing quite like a traditional address book to store all those precious contacts.There's a lot
you can store in this journal aside from your Contacts and Addresses. Add in their Home, Mobile, Work/Fax Numbers
with Space For Notable Dates like Birthdays.Store all correspondence details of your friends and family in one secure
and reliable place, and enjoy referencing them in one of our beautifully-designed address books. Get one today!
A directory to America's top companies featuring names and titles of key executives, as well as mailing addresses, also
includes tips for writing successful resumes and selling ideas
Don't you just HATE having to send the "What's your address again?!" text? Especially if it ruins the surprise of an impromptu card
or gift you're sending to someone. But you can EASILY AVOID this cringe-worthy situation by grabbing yourself one of these cute
little address notebooks! And because of it's small handy size you can easily keep this contacts organizer safely stowed in your
drawer at home or in your office, without it taking up too much space. Or even better, keep it in your bag or purse so you can
always have it on hand! SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?! GRAB YOURS TODAY! And don't forget, address books make
awesome thoughtful gifts to give your best friends, coworkers or family members - because everyone could use one! And the
interior of this organizer has been lovingly designed to really stand out from the crowd - making it a fab choice to give to your
friends and loved ones as pressies! Important Dates Address Book Specs: Handy 5.06 x 7.81" size (12.85 x 19.84cm = between
A5 and A6) Space to record 7 dates to remember for each month (that's over 80 important dates!!) 4 pages for each letter to
record your contacts Alphabetical tabs clearly visible on each page (helping you to find your contacts easily) Interior pages match
cover theme (for a truly professional feel) Matte soft cover binding (durable and high quality - pages won't fall out!) So avoid having
to furiously text someone looking for their address again... ...just grab yourself this super pretty address notebook and keep
everyone's details and all your important must-remember dates together in the one place! SO GO ON... ...SCROLL UP AND
GRAB YOURS NOW!
Chronicle Books has joined DC Comics on their quest to save the world with this super heroes line, featuring the coolest heroes
and heroines to ever hit comic book stands. With vinyl and rubbercovers, the new Batman and Catwoman Address Books are a
perfect team. Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, and Catwoman all battle it out on the pages of these notecards, journals, and
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address books, featuring vintage comic book art and collectibles from the DC Comics archive.
MY ADDRESS BOOK WITH TABS MAKING THE ADDRESS EASY TO ORGANIZE This Address book is the best solution for you
to organize the address information. The personal pocket-size 6 x 9 inches is portable and easy to carry. Fill-in-the-blank details
with Name, Address, Home, Mobile, Work, Fax, Email, Emergency contacts. SPECIFICATIONS - Type: Book of Addresses Cover: Matte Paperback - Dimensions: 6 x 9 inches - Pages: 100 pages LET'S ORGANIZE THE ADDRESS INFORMATION We
create & design the simply perfect Address Book with the pocket size that can make your life in everyday easier. Please follow us
for more design in analog address book.
The best address book – available everywhere. The micro-course discusses step by step how to create an address book on the
basis of the OpenLDAP service. It shows how to configure the server, what LDIF files to create, how to configure the client
program. Keywords: ldapadd, adressbook, LDAP Creating an address book basing on OpenLDAP Installation of the OpenLDAP
server Configuration of the OpenLDAP server Configuration of OpenLDAP on OpenSUSE Configuration of OpenLDAP on CentOS
Testing Configuration of an address book in LDAP LDAPclient phpLDAPadmin JXplorer Configuring and testing the address book
in Thunderbird
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